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t isn't for everyone, but ...

.

Withi.n. th.e . iDst.al1ed.. b~e Of. m..00..em
, CNC gear profile grinding machines

I

_ (approximately 542 machines worldwide),
grinding from the solid isn't frequent, but a growing
number of gear profile grinder users are applying it.
successfully using CBN-plated wheels,

One U.S. East Coast manufacturer of large
gears disposed of 22 older wet and dry, single-
index generating grinders (Hofiers, Niles, and
Maags) and replaced them with two new 100"
CNC-controlled Pfauter proftie grinders, which
use plated, single-layer, nondressable CBN
wheels. Part of the throughput increase enjoyed by
this manufacturer came from processing all
through-hardened parts by grinding from the solid.

Gears have been ground from the solid, either
in the soft or hardened condition, for a variety of
applications for over ten years. Most of these
applications were developed through the efforts
of Kapp, a manufacturer of CBN-plated wheels
and CNC profile grinding machines up to 500
mm capacity, and of Pfamer, a manufacmrer of
cn -plated wheels and CNC profile grinding
machines up to 4000 mID or Larger.

In Figs. 1-4, a double helical planetary set
with 28° helix. angle, 2 ..35" face width, 5.4978 DP
and 25° PA gear elements was ground complete-
ly from the solid inthe soft state, then finished on
the same machine in the hardened slate. In the
mid-I980s, grinding from the solid was alreadya
production process for the 9.6 DP; internal helical
shown in Fig. 5. The internal/external set of higb
helix angle gears shown in Fig. 6 were ground
from the solid in the soft state before frnish:ing in
the hardened state. Jnthe aircraft industry a vari-
ety of gear fonn, threads and splines have been
ground from the solid since 1985, using non-
dressahle CBN-pLated wheels.

What's The Appeal?
Gear profile grinding, particularly with plated

CBN wheels on modern CNC form grinding
machines, is about 30 times faster than Maag dry
grinding. about 10-12 times faster than index
generating grindingccompetitive with threaded
wheel grinding and on some medium pitch

Profile Grinding Gears From
The Solid ... Is It Practical?

Brian W. ,Clufl

Planetary Gear Set Data

Planet gear: Double helical, 28" HA, 37 teeth. 5.5 DP, 25° PA. 2.350 FW.

Ring gear: Double helical, 28" HA, 117 teeth, 5.5 DP, 25" PA. 2.350 FW.

Sun Gear: Double helical. 28" HA, 43 teeth, 5.5 DP, 25" PA, 2.590 FW.

Sun Gear Internal Spline: Spur, 48 teeth. 7.5 DP, 14.5° PA, 2.750 FW.

Ring Gear External Spline: Spur, 200 teeth, 7.5 DP. 22.5° PA, .5450 FW.

Grinding Time From
Solid in Soft Stale

330 min.
980 min.
380 min.

Grinding Time After
Heat Treatment r-----------,

41 min.
156 min.
68 min.

Planet Gear
Ring Gear
Sun Gear
Sun Gear
Internal Spline 1.30min.

Ring Gear
External Spline 80 min 22 min.I~::':::'::::"''::'::~_''::::':::~-========~

Fig. 1- P1an.etarygear set, ground from tbe solid\ using non-dressable CBN plated wheels.

82 min.

F:ig.. 2 - Pfauter CNC profile ;grinding machine with
internal grillliing arm and 58 mm diameter CON-plated:
grtnding wheel for grinding Il7·tooth, Internal double
helical gear des!:ribed in Fig. 1.

IFig.3 - Layout of intemal grinding setup for 117-tooth, internal double bdiw gear;
Noh~ the location otthegrinding arm position on the grinding head ...There are three pas-
sibleposttlons tn mount the arm, depending on the workpiece geometry.
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through-hardened gears, 2.5 times faster than
bobbing and finish grinding.

The additional ability of the larger (above 400
mm) profile grinding machines to measure and
document the stock envelope to be removed
before grinding and to measure and evaluate the
finished ground gear on the machinehas signifi-
candy increased the productivity and efficiency
of large grinders. On one-meter and larger profile
gear grinders, the integrated measuring system
feature can mean, that the grinder enjoys 3-4 times
more actual grinding hours than machines with-
out the feature, This additional productivity
depends on local plant off-machine measuring
practices, queue times and re-setup times.

Some users state (and have closely held data to
back up their statements) that the quality and the
grinding signature of profile grinding with CBN-
plated wheels provides them with the best per-
forming, smoothest running. longest lived gears
of all the grinding processes. One manufacturer
oftransmissions says profile grinding with CBN-
plated wheels allows him to warranty the trans-
mission longer (han transmissions ground by
other processes.

Some users who finish near-net forged gears
have found the process of CBN-plated wheel pro-
file grinding capable of removing large near-net
stock envelopes faster than the two-step pregrind

hobbing and finish grinding process. Fig. 7 shows
a dual wheel setup for finishing a 3.5 DF gear
with 4.0 mm of stock: per flank in a single revolu-
tion of the gear.

When it comes down to purchasing an addi-
tional pregrind hobbing or shaping machine,
many manufacturers who presently use modem
CNC profile grinding machines are giving the
alternative process of grinding from the solid a
second look-particularly if it means saving on
the purchase of capital equipment and the elimi-
nation of steps in the process which require addi-
tional direct labor.

Wby Prome Grinding Instead
of Generating Grinding?

Form grinding is a single index process where
the grinding wheel bas the form of the tooth
space, or tooth. flanks •.and grinds the space in one
operating step before indexing to the next tooth
space. If single-layer, CBN-plated wheels are
used, the profile is fixed on the wheel. If dress-
able media wheels are used, the profile is dressed
onto and. maintained on the wbeel during the
grinding cycle.

For large gears (800 mm and above in diame-
ter), traditional index generating grinding is a sin-
gle indexing, single flank generating process

Fig•.4 - Layout of 'e:tternal grinding setup for 200-tooth, external dng gear spllne
shown In Fig.!. Note thelocatlon ofthe gr:inding arm positlon on the grin.ding head rel~··
atlve to Fig. 3. 'J1l1eann has been rotated for external grinding. Tile internal spur and
helical :grinding bead can be used. with properly deslgnedarms, for d.oing b.oll'I,lnternal
and external work.

Fig, 5 - Pfauter CNC profile grinding machine with
taternal arm and single layer, non-dressable CBN wheel
grinding a 124·lo.oth, 9.6 DP, 2.650 FW mternal helical
gear from 'the solid in 7.5minutes.

Fig. 6 - High helix angle internal and external gears ground from the solid with Ingle
layer, non-dressable eBN plated wheels.
where the Hank of the grinding wheel has only
point contact on the flank of the workpiece tooth.
To produce the final tooth profile. the grinding
wheel must make several grinding strokes per
tooth flank to create the enveloping cut which
generates the profile.

Profile grinding efficiently creates a full line
contact with the desired workpiece flankts), pro-
vi.ding

1. Higher metal removal ratesthan index gen-
erating grinding:

2. Simpler motion kinematics than index gen-
erating grinding;

3. A workpiece-dedicated wheel profile.

B~ian 'W. C:luff
is Vice President at

repeatable from setup to setup.
AmericaJI Pfauter Limited
Partnership. wiles Park. II...
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Fig.7- Near·nftfo.rcged.
gear with 4,0 mm stock per
Dank, 43 teeth, 3.5 DP,20·
PA, 5.0" .FW, Ibeinglinished
ground lin the soft state
using a dual set of CBN-
plated grinding wheels.
Time to complete, 2·11mla-
utes, One' CBN wheel
roughs, the stock while the
fi.ner grit CON wheel finish-
esthe tooth. This same part
can be finisb ground from a
pregriod bobbed state in 10
minutes (,15 mm stock per
Dank), hut the combined
pregrlnd hobbing and fin-
ish grinding process con-
sumes 38 minutes of
machine time, plus part
Iha.ndling and duplicate
'I.ooling,

Fig. 8 - CNC 2·uis inte-
grated dressing unit ona
Pfauter 1600 mm profile

Fig. 9 - Orion 2•.axis CNC dresser for dressing pro.lile grinding wheels olf she machine.
Used commonly with dressahle CBN media and SG media.
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Modem CNC profile grinding machines for
gears offer a variety of practical shop solutions
for increasing producti vity, reducing work in
progress, increasing the number of inventory
turns, reducing scrap and direct labor and improv-
ing overall quality, Mmy of the available CNC
profile grinding machines offer

1. Integrated dressing units capable of dress-
ing any of taeevailable wheel media using dia-
mond dressing wheels (see Fig. 8);

2. Stand-alone dressing units for dressing
seeded gel (SO) wheels and CBN-dressable
wheels off the machine (Fig. 9);

3. The capability of using any commercially
available CBN-plated wheel;

4. Integrated stock envelope measuringand
documentation (Fig. 10);

5. Final finished gear measuring and evaluation;
6. Internal and external gear and fonn gri:ndi.ng

capability;
7. Grinding from the solid capability.
Profile grinding on modem CNC machines

with the latest grinding media and techniques
have elevated gear grinding to a new performance
level The gear industry worldwide, in general,
has been slow to recognize the capabilities of this
old, bUI very new method of processing gears.
The installed base OJ new profile grinding
machines has elevated. the competitive level of
play in the gear industry, and companies wishiog
to remain competitive are no longer ignoring the
profile grinding process.

Wb.ytbe Reluctance?
There is a worldwide gear manufacturing par-

adigm block. when considering finisihgrinding
gears 500 mm or larger. This paradigm is often
expressed by repeating the followinggeneral mis-
conceptions:

1. Gear grinding is too slow and expensive.
2..Because it is slow, grinding putsa bottle-

neck. in production,
3..It requires comparably sized,expensive,

stand-alone analytical. gear inspectien equipment.
4. It's inefficient. The grinder sits idle while

the workpiece gets inspected.
5. It's labor intensive, requiring ahigh skill

level among operators.
But the fact is, four key developments in

grinding media, process technique, integrated
measurement and software development have
made profile grinding of gears of all sizes
extremely efficient.

Grinding media. The pioneering efforts of the
Kapp Company of Coburg, Germany, using CBN
replatable, non-dressahle profile grinding wheels
have made profilegrinding a productive, precise,
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AND You can devote your floor space to producHon,.not inspection, becollse M&M's
3515 and 255 systems ha.ve more than a 30% smaller footprintthclIl some
other gear checkers.

They fit Irightinto your manufacturing cell. .AndM&M Geamet"" networking
with remote analysis capability lets you off·load1ihe number crunching to
eliminate inspection bottlenecks.

A.3S15 system is more than 20% faster than its predecessor, The 255 is
ideal for high production parts up to 10" in diameter. Adurable integmted CNC
wnrrot stob'le 'gmnite bess, and Mylar protected opemting panel make both of
these systems. more shop compatib'le.

You(an still count on unsurpassed I()ccumcyand full fOUlllxisflexibilily..Plus
P,entium®technology and an unmatched selection of software options, including
bevel gear process contro'lpackages.

Allbacked by ~he induslfy's largest domestic service network - for fast,
dependabl'e, single-source service from the forks you've trusted for over 40 yeers.

(0111 for aUthe hee foets now: phone 9'37/859'·B273; fax 937/859-4452 .
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- Micropbolog;ra.-
pby of a CBN-plated fonn
wheel showing the nickel
bonded CBN crystals !!I1d
the degree of exposure of
the CBN for CI!.tling. Photo
courtesy of Kapp.

Fig. U - Mag.niljed v.iew
,of ch:ipsproduced by CBN
mlcromachlnlng, Photo
'CO!Ll1esy,or Kapl'.

Fig. 14 - Magnified view
of chips produced by an
aluminum oxlde wbed.
Photo courtesy of Kapp.
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Fig .. WO- Integrated measu ring probe on a Pfauter 1200
mm profile grinding machine grinding bead. The probe
is, used to establish Ute angular position. of the gear rela-
·Uve to the stock envelope condition on the workpiece and
to. inspect the finish gromld gear.

Fig. ll-View of Pfauter'-Winter CBN'plated wbeels.
The profile incorporated into the base body is defined
illy a CAD system which takes into eonslderatlonthe
quality of the profile to be achieved on the workpiece
and the thickness or the layer of CBN crystal,

repeatable and economic process for finishing
gears,

Process tec1rniq.ue.. What is unique about the
Kapp process is that it uses a non-dressable, but
replatable CBN wheel (Fig. 11). The wheel body
is made from thermally stable ball bearing steel
ground to a geometrically precise form on a 2-
axis CBN grinder and then plated electrolytically
with a. single, uniform, preselected size CBN
crystal layer. The bonding medium for the CBN is
nickel. Roughly half the CBN particles are
exposed for cutting (Fig. ]2). No bond dearing is
necessary. No wheel dressing is necessary. Wheel
bodies can be stripped and replaced indefinitely.

CBN. known by its trade name of Borazon", has
been applied to many types of grinding. As applied
by Kapp, CBN is a micro machining process more
akin. to milling than grinding. The nickel bonded
particles on the Kapp form wheel are like !he cutting

edges of microscopic milling cutter inserts. When
magnified, chips produced by CBN form microma-
chilling with a Kapp wheel look like milling cutter
chips with a characteristic comma shape (Fig .. B).

These chips dramatically differ from those produced
by aluminum oxide wheel grinding, where the 'chips
are non-uniform (Fig. 14). Single-layer CBN wheels
are 3,000-4,000 times more wear resistant than alu-
minum oxide wheels.

CBN is free cutting, It does not cause burning,
since the heat goes into the chip. The thennal
conductivity of CBN compared to aluminum
oxide is 46 to 1. Using CBN, about 4% of the heat
generated goes into the workpiece. With alu-
minum oxide wheels, about 63% of the heat goes
into the workpiece. The temperature of the chips
as produced by CBN is typically 500-550°. Chip
temperature as produced by aluminum oxide
wheels is typically 800-950°. Several users have
reported that it leaves Significantly lower residual
stresses than does vitrified wheel grinding,

Because theform ofthe profile to be ground is
in the wheel, even alter dozens of replatings, gear
accuracies from lot size to lot size are significant-
ly more repeatable than by dressable methods.

11ltegrated measurement. The integration of
measuring into the gear grinding machine was
inevitable. As CNC was applied to large, highly
stable machine platforms for grinding applications,
and with the accuracies demanded of grinding, it
became apparent tfuat the controls, axes resolutions
and repeatabilities, feedback methods, machine
kinematics and even some of the hardware was
identical or very similar to the same devices used
on tand-alone gear inspection equipment. It was
logics] to inspect on the machine because in large
gear grinding, inspection and re-setup, which are
often done 3 or 4 times, represent a large percent-
age of the time to produce the finished gear.

Software. Sophisticated software is now avail-
able that can align the heat treated teeth of tile gear
(including distortions) for uniform stock removal;
measure and document the minimu.m and maximum
amount of stock for removal; align, grind and mea-
sure double helicals in a single setup with precise
apex alignment; determine cost-effective use of
media though a combination of wheel inventory
management programs and tool life programs; pre-
determine the grinding time based on wheel media
and grinding method and store grinding programs
on desktop or laptop computers. These programs
have eliminated. the variables that read to cost over-
runs on large gear grinding. For example, the inte-
grated measuring system feature for aligning Ihe
gear teeth allows the operator to, measure before
grinding several selectable teeth around the gear



along the lead to determine the mean. amount of
stock and the minimum and the maximum amounts
of stock. A screen display (see Fig. J5)how the
operator whether or not he will be able to gond the
gear relative t.o the inpm size 'tolerance over pins
dimension; that is to "clean up" to that pin dimen-
sion before he even starts to grind. Similarly, 011

double helieals, depending on the grinding stock
left, the operator can determine beforeibe start of
grinding whether or not the apex lie within the
allowed! tolerance band for c1eannp.

What the e improvements have led to is a
growing number of large gear producers who are
applying the profile grinding method using:

a. Single layer, replatable C-BN wheels rough-
ing and finishing soft. or hardened gears,

b. Single layer, replatable C8N wheels rough-
ing andfinishing soft. and through-hardened gears
from the solid.

c. FuU form wheels for grinding full form for
better tooth strength,

d. eBN-plaled grinding wbeel for recurring
smal.llot productionand dres able wheels for low
lot production.

e. Wheel saver programs to control wheel inven-

tory and maximize wheel usage
f. Media selection program to select the low-

est cost option for production lot sizes on an
annual. basis. (See Fig. 16).

g. Special software for measuring before
grind:ing, to angularly position the gear to remove
uniform stock,

h. Special software 10 determine apex align-
ment on double helical gears 'based on measured
stock envelope,

The combination of chese developmen in a sin-
gle profile grinding machine creates a powerful
machine tool, compared to older processesand
machine, that helps companies process high qual·
ity gears profitably, keep their competitive edge and
achieve the advantages of innovatiOD.O
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